The effect of combined treatment with platinum complexes and ionizing radiation on DNA in vitro.
The conformation of isolated calf-thymus DNA treated with cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(II) (cis-DDP) or its trans-isomer (trans-DDP) and gamma radiation in combination was investigated by means of differential pulse polarography and circular dichroism spectroscopy. The results revealed that combined treatment with antitumour active cis-DDP enhanced the extent of double-stranded distorted regions in DNA molecules. If irradiation preceded the platination, the combined effect was purely additive, while the reverse order of application of the two agents resulted in an increased effect over and above what may be expected from using the two modalities separately. These results were explained on the basis of the hypothesis that favours as a major mechanism of this combined effect the fixation by the binding of cis-DDP of DNA lesions introduced during radiation. Combined treatment with antitumour inactive trans-DDP resulted in the enhancement of single-stranded, denatured DNA yield. However, more extensive alterations in DNA conformation were observed if DNA was platinated after irradiation. The different effects of the combined treatments with cis- and trans-DDP were thought to be connected with the different destabilizing effects resulting from distinct conformational distortions induced by the two isomers.